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Category: American History/Biography 
 
PEARL HARBOR – INTO THE ARIZONA, Thursday, 11p, 1/13, 60m 
On the eve of the 75th anniversary, join the first expedition to explore inside the USS Arizona 
since the date that will live in infamy, as state-of-the-art imaging technology reveals the 
aftermath and incredible story of the Pearl Harbor attack. 
 
ELVIS AND THE USS ARIZONA, Thursday, 11p, 1/20, 60m 
Tells the surprising story of how one of music's biggest icons helped to establish a USS Arizona 
memorial in Pearl Harbor. Elvis' fundraising concert drew public attention to the plight and 
helped to galvanize efforts to finish the USS Arizona Memorial as it stands today. 
 
JOHN LEWIS – GET IN THE WAY, Thursday, 11p, 2/3, 60m 
Follow the journey of civil rights hero, congressman, and human rights champion John Lewis. At 
the Selma March, Lewis came face-to-face with club-wielding troopers and exemplified non-
violence. Now 76, he is considered the conscience of Congress. 
 
IN THEIR OWN WORDS “MUHAMMAD ALI”, Wednesday, 11p, 2/2, 60m 
Follow Muhammad Ali's path from a gym in Louisville to boxing successes, conversion to Islam, 
opposition to the draft, exile from the ring, comeback fights, Parkinson's disease and his 
inspirational re-emergence at the Atlanta Olympics. 
 
WHEN LIBERTY BURNS (A WLRN PRESENTATION), Wednesday, 9p, 2/2, 120m 
On December 17th, 1979, after failing to stop for a traffic light, police officers chased Arthur 
McDuffie on an 8-minute-high speed chase. After realizing he could not escape, McDuffie 
surrendered and was beaten until he lost consciousness. That beating by multiple officers 
caused his death. Acquittal of the offending officers charged in the murder sparked a civil 
disturbance in Miami’s urban core. The McDuffie Riots ultimately changed Miami-Dade County 
and became a symbol of the city? s struggle to contend with race relations and its sordid history 
during the Jim Crow era. The documentary engages family members and friends of Arthur 
McDuffie, lead detectives, eyewitnesses, historians and contemporary community activists in 
interviews and it chronicles McDuffie’s life and his rich relationships with his family and his 
community. When Liberty Burns also examines the context in which Miami developed during 
this country’s Jim Crow era and traces the dynamics of race relations in the City while also 
managing increasingly diverse ethnic populations, growth and change. 
 
 
 
 



THE STAND: HOW ONE GESTURE SHOOK THE WORLD, Thursday, 10p, 2/10, 69m 
Delves into the circumstances that compelled runners Tommie Smith and John Carlos to make 
an iconic gesture of defiance at the 1968 Summer Olympics in Mexico City during a critically 
important and volatile time for the civil rights movement. 
 
FROM THE STREETS TO THE STAGE: THE JOURNEY OF FREDERICK DAVIS, Wednesday, 11p, 
2/9, 60m 
Follow ballet dancer Frederick Davis' personal journey, which began with a broken family and 
homelessness. His exposure to dance at 11 changed his life - he found inspiration and support 
from Ballet Tennessee, his church family and a caring community. 
 
FANNIE LOU HAMER: STAND UP, Tuesday, 11:30p, 2/16, 30m 
The documentary FANNIE LOU HAMER: STAND UP examines the life of civil rights legend Fannie 
Lou Hamer, offering first-hand accounts by those who knew her and worked side by side with 
her in the struggle for voting rights. 
 
UNFORGIVEABLE BLACKNESS: THE RISE AND FALL OF JACK JOHNSON, Wednesdays, 9p, 2/16 
& 2/23, 120m each episode 
This film by Ken Burns chronicles the life and career of boxer Jack Johnson, the first African 
American heavyweight champion and one of the greatest fighters of the 20th century. Johnson 
ultimately lost his title in a bout in Cuba in 1915, after fleeing the United States following his 
federal conviction for allegedly violating the Mann Act, a progressive-era law intended to 
crackdown on commercialized vice but used against Johnson to create an example against, to 
quote the prosecutor, "the evils of miscegenation." 
 
BRIDGE TO JUSTICE: THE LIFE OF FRANKLIN H. WILLIAMS, Thursday, 11:30p, 2/24, 30m 
Franklin Hall Williams was a visionary and trailblazer who devoted his life to the pursuit of civil 
rights - not through acrimony and violence and hatred, but through reason and example. 
 
INVISIBLE HISTORY: MIDDLE FLORIDA’S HIDDEN ROOTS, Friday, 11p, 2/25, 60m 
Sheds light on the little-known history of plantations and the enslaved in North Florida. The film 
seeks to advance a sense of place and identity for hundreds of thousands of African Americans 
by exploring the invisible history of slavery in Leon County. 
 
REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR, Thursday, 10:30p, 3/17, 90m 
Narrated by veteran Hollywood actor Tom Selleck, REMEMBER PEARL HARBOR chronicles the 
personal stories of veterans and citizens who witnessed the surprise attack by the Japanese on 
the American Pacific Fleet on December 7, 1941, launching the United States into World War II. 
Using archival footage and photos and graphics, the documentary shows in detail the bombings 
on Oahu, along with the fiery explosion of the USS Arizona, the sinking of the USS Oklahoma, 
and the attacks on Hickam Field, as well as on other parts of the island. REMEMBER PEARL 
HARBOR documents the 75th anniversary, the tragic events and the courageous acts of those 
who were in or near Pearl Harbor on that day. The film includes first-person accounts from 
sailors, airmen, soldiers and civilians, including Lou Conter, USS Arizona; James Downing, USS 



Virginia; Vernon Carter, US Army Air Corps, Hickam Field; and Barbara Kotinek, who was just six 
years old at the time and lived within eyesight of Pearl Harbor. 
 
THE WAR, Thursdays, 8p, 3/17-3/31, 120m each episode 
This series, directed and produced by Ken Burns and Lynn Novick, explores the history and 
horror of World War II from an American perspective by following the fortunes of so-called 
ordinary men and women who become caught up in one of the greatest cataclysms in human 
history. 
 
ROBERTO CLEMENTE: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE, Wednesday, 9p, 3/16, 60m 
Baseball great Roberto Clemente's talent and inimitable style drew legions of fans, but as this 
AMERICAN EXPERIENCE production reveals, he was more than an exceptional baseball player. 
He was also a committed humanitarian who challenged racial discrimination and worked for 
social justice. 
 
ANNIE OAKLEY: AMERICAN EXPERIENCE, Wednesday, 9p, 3/23, 60m 
Meet the Ohio sharpshooter who won fame and fortune in a man's world for never missing a 
shot. Born into poverty, the self-taught Oakley picked up a gun at age 15 not to become a 
superstar, but to save her family from destitution. 
 
FINDING YOUR ROOTS, Wednesdays, 8p, 1/5-3/30, 60m series 
Finding Your Roots with Henry Louis Gates, Jr. is the 12th and latest series from the renowned 
cultural critic and Harvard scholar. In this 10-part series, Professor Gates continues the quest he 
begun in African American Lives 1 and 2 and Faces of America delving into the genealogy and 
genetics of an all new group of famous Americans. The series combines history and science in a 
fascinating exploration of race, family, and identity in today's America. Each hour features a 
different pair of celebrity guests, who are bound together by an intimate, sometimes hidden 
link, whether it be as old friends, through long-lost relatives, or even through a common 
ancestral past. 
 
 
Category: Science/Technology 
 
FAST FORWARD, Friday, 11p, 3/31, 60m 
Follow four millennials and their parents as they travel through time wearing an MIT-produced 
"aging empathy suit" and working with professional make-up artists to navigate the 
realizations, conversations and mindset required to age successfully. 
 
NOVA, Sundays, 9p, 1/16-3/27, 60m series 
PBS' premier science series helps viewers of all ages explore the science behind the headlines. 
Along the way, NOVA programs demystify science and technology and highlight the people 
involved in scientific pursuits. 
 
 



Category: Environment/Nature/Geography 
 
NATURE, Sundays, 8p 1/16-3/27, 60m series 
NATURE, television's longest-running weekly natural history series, has won more than 200 
honors from the television industry, parent groups, the international wildlife film community 
and environmental organizations, including the only award ever given to a television program 
by the Sierra Club. 
 
ANIMALS REUNITED, Thursday, 7p, 1/6, 60m 
From dogs to lions, there is a special bond between humans and their pets, and separation is 
always traumatic. In ANIMALS REUNITED, enjoy reunion tales from around the world supported 
by wonderful video clips and incredible, heartwarming stories. 
 
THE OTTER: RETURN OF A LEGEND, Thursday, 7p, 1/13, 60m 
In the heart of a city in the northern Netherlands, a once-extinct Eurasian otter makes an 
unlikely appearance. THE OTTER: RETURN OF A LEGEND provides a look into the life of the 
elusive creature and the measures needed to protect the valuable freshwater ambassador. 
 
SEARCH FOR THE OCEAN’S SUPER PREDATOR, Thursday, 7p, 1/20, 60m 
THE SEARCH FOR THE OCEAN'S SUPER PREDATOR is the story of an epic underwater shark 
attack that leads investigators on a search for the ocean's most fearsome predator. However, 
this isn't a case of a shark attacking a human, but that of a sea creature that devoured a great 
white shark. 
 
BIRTHPLACE OF THE GIANTS, Thursday, 7p, 1/27, 60m 
BIRTHPLACE OF THE GIANTS is an epic scientific expedition to the breeding grounds of the 
Humpback whale. In Western Australia, two whale researchers capture never-before-seen 
whale behavior, providing insight into the secret life of these enigmatic giants. 
 
GORILLA FAMILY AND ME, Thursday, 7p, 2/3 & 2/10, 60m each episode 
Wildlife cameraman Gordon Buchanan travels to the Democratic Republic of Congo to meet a 
family of rare Grauer's gorillas. 
 
SNOW CATS AND ME, Thursday, 7p, 2/17 & 2/24, 60m each episode 
In this snowy Russian wildlife adventure celebrating the resilience and wonder of our natural 
world, Gordon works with Russian scientists to take lynx from a fur farm and the pet trade and 
train them for life back in the wild. In an emotional journey, he teaches them how to survive in 
the forest, how to avoid humans and how to hunt. This ambitious and beautiful series allows 
Gordon to get close to these charismatic cats, experiencing every nerve-wracking and 
heartwarming moment and, ultimately, their triumphant return to the wild. 
 
 
 
 



ANIMAL BABIES: FIRST YEAR OF LIFE, Thursday, 7p, 3/17-3/31, 60m each episode 
See how the babies learn to understand their surroundings in environments ranging from Africa 
to Sri Lanka to Iceland. The most basic tools for survival must be learned in their first three 
months to thrive and ultimately survive. 
 
 
Category: Culture 
 
STONE OF HOPE: MOVING THE DREAM FORWARD, Friday, 11p, 2/18, 60m 
Documents the first decade of the Martin Luther King Jr. Memorial on the National Mall in 
Washington D.C. Now the fifth most visited Memorial averaging 3-5 million visitors a year, the 
King Memorial uniquely serves the country as the only Memorial on the National Mall honoring 
an activist, a preacher, and a man of peace. 
 
HOOK, Tuesday, 11:30p, 2/22, 30m 
Chef Ricky Moore traces the journey of the bonefish he loves from ocean to plate in the half-
hour special THE HOOK. From the producers of A Chef's Life, THE HOOK goes behind the scenes 
with chef Ricky at his Durham restaurant, Saltbox Seafood Joint, to highlight the seafood 
traditions of North Carolina's coastline and celebrate the contributions of black chefs and 
fishermen to coastal food culture. 
 
ORATORIO: A DOCUMENTARY WITH MARTIN SCORCSESE, Friday, 11p, 3/18, 60m 
Martin Scorsese reveals the story of a single performance in 1826 that forever changed 
America's cultural landscape with the introduction of Italian opera to New York City -- an event 
Mozart's great librettist helped organize. Taking place in Scorsese's childhood church, this 
watershed event was lost to history for almost 200 years, but has been rediscovered and the 
'lost oratorio" will be restaged. 
 
SKINDIGENOUS, Monday, 10:30p, 2/7-3/28, 30m each episode 
SKINDIGENOUS is a series of 13 half-hour documentaries on the art of tattooing as practiced by 
indigenous peoples around the world. Each episode dives into a unique indigenous culture to 
discover the tools and techniques, and the symbols and traditions that shape their tattooing 
art. The art of the tattoo becomes a lens for exploring some of the planet's oldest cultures and 
their unique perspectives on life, identity, and the natural world. 
 
INDEPENDENT LENS, Various nights/Various times, Various lengths (series) 
This acclaimed Emmy Award-winning anthology series features documentaries and a limited 
number of fiction films united by the creative freedom, artistic achievement and unflinching 
visions of their independent producers. INDEPENDENT LENS features unforgettable stories 
about a unique individual, community or moment in history. The series is supported by 
interactive companion Web sites and national publicity and community engagement 
campaigns. 

• Storm Lake 

• Duty Free 



• Home From School: The Children of Carlisle 

• A Reckoning in Boston 

• People’s Republic of Desire 

• Missing in Brooks County 

• Owned: A Tale of Two Americas 

• Bulletproof 

• Apart 

• 9to5: The Story of a Movement 

• Recorder: The Marion Stokes Project 
 
FRONTLINE, various nights/times, various length 
As PBS' premier public affairs series, FRONTLINE's stature is reaffirmed each week through 
incisive documentaries covering the scope and complexity of the human, social and political 
experience. 

• Shots Fired 

• Poor Kids 

• Opioids, Inc. 

• United States of Conspiracy 
 
LEGACY LIST WITH MATT PAXTON, Tuesday, 7p, 1/11-3/15, 60m each episode 
As baby boomers downsize living spaces and settle estates, THE LEGACY LIST helps aging 
homeowners catalog a lifetime of belongings, locating treasured heirlooms and unexpected 
valuables in the attic, closet, or even under the floorboards. Host Matt Paxton, a nine-season 
veteran of A&E's Hoarders, is joined by military memorabilia expert Avi Hopkins, fashion 
collectibles authority Jaime Ebanks, and Mike Kelleher, a walking encyclopedia of pop culture 
trinkets and antiques. 
 
 
Category: Health 
 
OCEANS OF PINK (A WLRN PRODUCTION), Sunday, 11p, 2/6, 60m 
An inspirational one-hour documentary that highlights the explosive growth of dragon boat 
racing among breast cancer survivors globally, and the growing participation in the sport among 
Hispanic women. The film follows the efforts of Miami boat leader and breast cancer survivor 
Kim Bonomo to expand the movement with new teams throughout Florida and her campaign to 
make the state the host of the Fourth International Participatory Dragon Boat Festival. It's an 
emotional journey that tells the stories of several Latina women whose struggles with the 
disease became more desperate because of their advanced-stage diagnosis. Their stories speak 
to a widespread problem in the Hispanic population: women tend to seek breast scans much 
later than other groups, preventing early detection. The stories in OCEANS OF PINK build to the 
international race event in Sarasota, Fla., the first of its kind in the United States. Thousands of 
survivors from around the globe celebrate the sisterhood of dragon boaters, who have found a 
community of support that is helping women overcome the challenges of cancer. 



CHANGE YOUR BRAIN, HEAL YOUR MIND WITH DR. AMEN, Tuesday, 9p, 3/8, 120m 
The Washington Post wrote that by almost any measure Dr. Daniel Amen is the most popular 
psychiatrist in America. He is an award-winning brain imaging researcher, founder of The Amen 
Clinics, and the author of many bestselling books. His new program, Change Your Brain, Heal 
Your Mind with Daniel Amen, MD is based on his new book The End of Mental Illness: How 
Neuroscience is Transforming Psychiatry and Helping to Prevent or Reverse Anxiety, 
Depression, Bipolar, ADHD, Addictions, PTSD, Psychosis, and More. In his 14th national public 
television special, Change Your Brain, Heal Your Mind, Dr. Amen teaches viewers 6 practical 
steps to help them feel happier, sharper and more in control of their own destinies. He gives 
viewers the most important lessons he has taught thousands of patients over the last 40 years. 
 
 
Category: Arts 
 
KINDRED SPIRITS: ARTISTS HILDA WILKINSIN BROWN & LILIAN THOMAS BURWELL, Tuesday, 
11:30p, 2/8, 30m 
Kindred Spirits" explores the unique relationship between an African American aunt and niece 
who became accomplished artists and educators despite the hardships of the Great Depression 
and the inequities of racial segregation. 
 
BEYOND THE BATON: A CONDUCTOR’S JOURNEY, Friday, 11p, 2/11, 60m 
Born to a single mother on welfare, Thomas Wilkins grew up to become one of the few 
remarkable African American conductors leading a major orchestra — the celebrated Omaha 
Symphony. BEYOND THE BATON: A CONDUCTOR'S JOURNEY is an hour-long film that 
documents Wilkins’ experience as a Black conductor and his larger impact on the musical world. 
 
FILM SCHOOL SHORTS, Monday, 10:30p, 1/3-1/31, 30m each episode 
Watch Brad Leland (Friday Night Lights), Anna Camp (Mad Men), and more flex their acting 
muscles in indie short films. Film School Shorts is a weekly series showcasing short films from 
across the country. From compelling dramas to feel-good rom-coms, every episode is 
Hollywood quality without the three-hour runtime. Make some popcorn and sit back for 30 
minutes of fantastic filmmaking. 
 
 
Category: War/Veterans/National Security 
 
GOING TO WAR, Thursday, 11p, 1/27, 60m 
What is it really like to go to war? For millennia, only warriors could really answer that question. 
This documentary takes us inside the experience of battle and reveals the soldier's experiences 
as never before. War is the ultimate paradox. Filled with terror, pain and grief, it also brings 
exhilaration, and a profound sense of purpose. Going to War helps us make sense of this 
paradox and get to the heart of what it's like to be a soldier in times of war. The film illuminates 
the experiences of training, battle, and coming home for soldiers across conflicts, revealing the 
universals of the warrior's journey. Leading our exploration are Sebastian Junger, bestselling 



author and director of the Academy Award-nominated film Restrepo, and Karl Marlantes, 
decorated Marine officer and author of the bestselling novel Matterhorn and the fearless 
memoir What It is Like to Go to War. Both men bring firsthand experience, hard-won wisdom, 
and a abiding commitment to telling the warrior's story with insight and unflinching candor. 
 
D-DAY LAST WORDS, Thursday, 10p, 2/24, 60m episodes 
6 June 1944. Canada, Britain and the US storm the Normandy coast to wrestle back Europe 
from Nazi control. The soldiers call it The Longest Day. We call it D-Day. This unflinching 
documentary tells the story of the historic battle through the dramatic recollections of those 
caught up in the action. The series gives a 360-degree view of the invasion - from a British sailor 
who laid underwater charges that would blow up German defenses, to Canadians, Americans, 
French resistance fighters and German defenders. Moving interviews are combined with newly 
discovered footage and dramatic reconstructions that plunge viewers into the heat of battle. 
 
OUR TIME, Tuesdays, 11:30p, 3/15-3/29, 30m each episode 
Over one million veterans in the United States are suffering from PTSD. We rarely hear stories 
about mental illness through the lens of young people whose parents are suffering. Filmmakers 
Bailey Francisco and Madison Goddard tackle PTSD and bipolar disorder head-on as they 
recount their experiences and the ways in which they were forced to bear the brunt of their 
parents' conditions. 
 
DAY OF DAYS: JUNE 6, 1944, Thursday, 10p, 3/31, 60m 
On June 6, 1944, thousands of Allied servicemen landed on the shores of northern France, 
tasked with liberating western Europe from Nazi tyranny. Over the ensuing hours and days, the 
men faced decimating machine-gun fire, mortars and artillery, eventually fighting their way 
inland, but not before suffering a staggering number of casualties. To commemorate the 70th 
anniversary of the Normandy landing, four D-Day veterans gather at the famed Museum of 
World War II outside of Boston, Mass. to share their experiences from that fateful "Day of 
Days." Cameras eavesdrop on their conversations as they vividly recall details from their ordeal 
- from the perils of the amphibious assault to the invasion's gruesome aftermath. Their 
interactions with one another yield long-buried, and often painful, memories. They recount 
their transformations from boys to men, reveal their uneasiness with the term "hero," and 
grapple with why they survived when so many others did not. 
 
KOREA: THE NEVER-ENDING WAR, Thursday, 10p, 1/6, 120m 
Discover more about the world we live in by shedding new light on a geopolitical hot spot. 
Often considered a "forgotten war," the Korean War was an important turning point in world 
history that still reverberates today. 
 
 
 


